OUR PHILOSOPHY

EPP GROUP PRIORITIES

The recent migration crisis, the continuing terrorist threat, radical economic changes and global disorder have proved that the upcoming years will be
decisive in how to react to these ongoing challenges.
The success of Europe will depend on our ability to protect its citizens, preserve the European way of life, create new hope and empower the European
continent. To achieve these goals, we do not need fear or blame games; we need values, ambition and hope.
A strong EPP Group is the best guarantee in delivering a protected, proud and confident Europe.
PROTECTING
Our borders to stop illegal migration: we
need to equip our borders with the latest
technology - including drones accompanied by at least 10.000 new
officers. We must have the systematic
right to immediately send a pool of
officers to borders or to build fences
where needed;
Our security: developing an EU army by
2030, starting with a cyber-brigade within
2 years to fight misinformation, cyberattacks and terrorism;
Our social model: we want to create a
Digital Social Market Economy for the
21st century where clear social standards
and competition rules are implemented;
Our climate: by using all the tools that
Europe possesses to save the Paris
Agreement and protect our climate for
future generations. Europe must take the
lead in the fight against climate change.

PRESERVING
The value of citizenship: the selling of
citizenship should not be allowed;
Our values: against the threat of authoritarian
regimes, we want to enforce the validity of our
values. Every person who wants to receive
Member State citizenship needs to respect and
commit to our core values;
Our integration capacity: by reducing
migration flows to Europe and improving
integration: people who do not qualify for
protection must be returned; third countries
refusing to take back illegal migrants will be
deprived of visas to the EU. People who do
not qualify for protection must be returned
upon entering the EU;
Our functional capacity: we say no EU
Enlargement for Turkey;
Our cultural diversity: creating a European
Netflix and an EU Digital Library.

CREATING

EMPOWERING

New jobs: we want to create at least 3
million new jobs through fair trade
agreements and new investments in
innovation and infrastructure;

Against unfair taxation: we want a
new deal for a Digital Social Market
Economy with the introduction of a fee
to be paid by any ‘Tech Giant’ which
wants to access the Digital Single
Market;

New
opportunities
at
home:
Investment-plan 4.0: every region must
have access to supercomputing, a highlevel digital infrastructure and an enrolled
innovation research network, in particular
for SMEs;
New “airbus”: enhancing Europe’s
research capacities for curing diseases
such as cancer, via biomedicine and data
mining, for example.
Better living: new house-building loans
for young families provided by the EIB;
New movement for young generations:
building on inclusive projects such as
InterRail, Erasmus + and EU Universities.

Against the challenge of robotics: the
EU should become the leader in
artificial intelligence by improving
research programmes and setting clear
ethical and social standards with the
help of the European University
Institute 4.0;
Against Europe’s enemies: the EU
needs to speak with one voice and put
an end to unanimity decisions
regarding Foreign Policy;
Against bureaucratic dysfunctions:
we want to abolish 1000 outdated
legislation. Digital tools - such as
visualisation and better data-exchange
and reduce the bureaucratic burdens on
SMEs and farmers, for example.

THE EPP GROUP STANDS FOR A MORE PROTECTED, PRESERVED, CREATIVE AND EMPOWERED EUROPE
This Parliamentary Legislature has proved it: We are the trusted political force that leads Europe through difficult times. The EPP Group stands for a reliable security
package, more border controls, rising living standards through innovation - as well as investments - and a stable euro. So far, we have achieved a lot, but these are only the
first steps. We ask European citizens to decide: Should we strive for an ambitious Europe or no Europe at all?

